
THE SIGNIFICANT WOMEN CHARACTERS THAT WOULD CHANGE OUR

POINT OF VIEW ON GENDER IN THE ODYSSEY A POEM

great advantage of coming to the poem with fresh eyes. Also . Odyssey, women's literature will naturally portray female
characters favorably while Butler's view has also exposed her female perspective and interests by changing the . raise
the question of whether Butler is serious: but my point is that these â€œ cluesâ€• to the.

In Homer's Odyssey, Kirke, represents the catalyst who encourages Odysseus's transformation into a mature
man Indulge a woman never, and never tell her all you know. You see, a regular woman like Penelope is
looked at as beautiful but has very few rights. One deals with the Greek hero, Odysseus and the other deals
with the Trojan hero, Aeneas. In The Odyssey, women appear as goddesses, wives, and servants who are
faithful, wise, and powerful. If important men and gods consider a woman beautiful, or if her son or husband
is a hero or has an important position such as king, the woman is successful. This book, much more so than its
counter part The Iliad, gives an eclectic view of the Achean's peacetime civilization. Women were depicted as
possessions to the men. One is a maternal instinct. In Penelope, Odysseus found the perfect match, both
intellectually and hospitably; she is clever, cunning and faithful. In The Odyssey women are generally
portrayed as manipulative and deceitful and Homer is a sexist who holds a double standard of morality for
men and for women Each subsequent story deals with a search for truth that is hidden by the facades of social
convention. The nymph Calypso enslaves Odysseus for many years. Much of his knowledge is discovered by
his travels, absorbing the local culture around him and using it as a guide. Each of the three factions forms an
important part of The Odyssey and helps us look into what women were like in ancient Greece. Penelope
experiences her marriage in terms of grief, abandonment, and the loss of identityâ€”a loss that, disturbingly,
Homer presents as a necessary and natural process, like the coming of spring on the mountain. The theme of
women in the poem serves to make these comments but also establishes a point of view on women in the
reader. Through his poetry, he relinquishes two stories called the Iliad and the Odyssey. It can be argued that
through the illustration Homer weaves throughout the Odyssey, Odysseus's character traits cast a lens as a
prime example of a man in ancient Greek society. The women were required to wait on and sulk for love, as
Penelope did for 20 years. While Men and Women's lives take very different paths through the story, there is
purpose for the role of each life, therefore making each life powerful The Odyssey, The Wife of Bath, and Sir
Gawain and the Green Knight use the actions of its women characters to greatly enhance important thematic
elements. Aristocratic and a warrior. The "war on women", as some like to call it, is nothing new and judging
by how long the double standard has been around, it seems unlikely that the bar of equality between men and
women will ever be perfectly just


